
High Quality Birch  Wood Gymnastic Ring For Gymnastic Exercise.
1,Description:
Wood Gymnastic Rings offer athletes a texture, grip, and light feel thoroughly distinct from that of steel or
plastic rings.these rings hark back to the classic Chinese wood gym rings of the past, while still integrating
easily into any modern home gym or strength training facility.

Each set of wooden rings comes with the heavy-duty black nylon ring straps and buckle system, enabling
quick, easy adjustments. Hang the ring straps from a crossmember in your gym or venture outdoors to use
a swingset or stable tree branch as a foundation. Adaptability, portability, and reliability all help set Rogue
Gymnastic Wood Rings apart.

Used in the last three CF Games, Rogue Wood Rings are built to handle Olympic caliber ring dips, muscle-
ups, back levers, front levers, pull-ups, scarecrows, ring push ups, ring rows, skin the cats, ice cream
makers, and anything else you can throw at them.

Made in China
Sold in sets of 2
Diameter: 28cm standard or optional
Firm grip with or without chalk
Includes (2)  Heavy Duty Black Nylon Straps with Buckle
fasteners to keep excess strap in one place
Max capacity 180kg/pc

2,Pictures





Wood Rings are designed for indoor or outdoor use when weather permits. Wood rings should never
be stored outdoors or used in the rain. This wood item carries a 2 year warranty.  Ring Straps are a
consumable product and carry a 1 year warranty.
3,Package:

 
Standard exported packing.



4,Company:

 

Shandong Xingya Sports Fitness Inc. is a factory and trading company. 
We mainly produce weightlifting bars, weight plates, dumbbells, kettlebells, fitness balls, 
storage racks, power racks and other strength accessories . With high quality and competitive
price, 
our products are mainly exported to Europe, America, the Middle East, South Asia and other
nations.
We always believing in that good service and high quality is a soul of a company. 
We sincerely hope to establish long-term business relation with you. 
Could you kindly consider us?



5,Products of line





6,Exhibition:

 

We attend the Canton Fair in 2016. We met many friends from wordwide. They are very kind and
impressed with our products, 
such as, dumbbells, kettlebells, wall balls.We have made many orders from our clients we met on
the canton fair. This is really our honour 
to make friends with our clients and they satisfied with our quality and service. We always
remembering quality first. 



7,Contact
Grace Zhang/Sales Director
T:+86 635 8245816|F:+86 635 8245817 |M:+86-18865279976
E:gracezhang@xysfitness.cn|What's App:+86-18865279976
Wechat/skype:+86-18865279976


